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Introduction;

During the first quarter of 1970, a geomagnetic survey 
was conducted over the Bristol-Godfrey #5 group in Bristol and 
Godfrey Townships. The group consists of fifty-eight claims 
numbered:

P-9S3S7; P-100723-731 incl.; P-100736-753 incl.;
P-100##0-g92 incl. in Bristol Township and
P-100772-7&) incl.; P-100313-325 incl. in
Godfrey Township*

Location and Access;

The property is located approximately eight miles west 
of Timmins in northeastern Bristol and southeastern Godfrey Town 
ships. Highway 101 traverses the southeast part of Bristol Township 
and provides access to lumbering roads which lead to the property. 
The main north-south road, along an esker which is approximately a 
quarter mile west of the group, is accessible under both summer 
and winter conditions. The Bristol-Godfrey Township Line Road, 
through the center of the property, however, is only passable in 

winter months.

Topography;

Most of the group is covered by spruce and cedar swamps, 
with large open areas containing low lying shrubs and alders. A 
few sandVridges with up to one hundred feet of relief can be found 
locally, Supporting stands of spruce and poplar. The overburden is 
mainly sand and gravel, generally around one hundred feet in depth.

Geology;*'

The /geology of the property is very sketchy although the 
government publications infer that most of t he area is underlain
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by acid to intermediate volcanics, which are intruded by later 
andesite and diabase dykes*

Previous Work;

Bristol Township was first mapped by S.A. Ferguson for 
the Ontario Department of Mines. Since most of the area is covered 
by swamp, very little geology is projected across the Hollinger 
group. A major northeasterly trending contact between acid and 
mafic volcanics is presumed to cross the southern portion of the 
group with the acid volcanics extending northward. Through recon 
naissance magnetic surveys several diabase dykes have been outlined 
across the property; otherwise, little geology is known*

Hogg 1 s first map of Godfrey Township extends this area of 
unknown geology northward into Godfrey Township. A later map, 
compiled by Hogg and Middleton, suggests that the Godfrey portion 
of the group is underlain by felsic metavolcanics, intruded by the 
later quartz-diabase dykes. East of the volcanics a sedimentary 
basin is outlined; however, if does not extend to the Hollinger group.

In 1931) Minerals Estates Limited acquired twenty-nine 
claims in Bristol Township as part of a larger group that extended 
east into Ogden Township. The property was optioned by Toburn Gold 
Mines in 1939 and magnetic, electromagnetic and geological surveys 
were carried out over the area. Four drill holes were proposed; 
however, only two are recorded near the Bristol-Godfrey Township 
Line. The northernmost hole lies in Godfrey Township, intersecting 
rhyolitic volcanics and bottoming in slates (graphitic tuff?). The 
second hole lies southwest of the first, encountering andesitic 
volcanics and two short conductive graphite horizons. Only minor 
amounts of pyrite was mentioned in these holes*

The western part of the Minerals Estates group was later 
acquired by Fidelity Mining Investments in 1965* The ten claims 
held were adjacent to the Hollinger property on the east. The 
geophysical methods employed were not disclosed; however, conductive 
graphitic horizons were encountered in all of the holes* Other rock 
types noted include rhyolitic and andesitic volcanics with minor 
disseminated sulphides*
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Just northeast of the property, in Godfrey Township, 
Timrod Mining Company Limited surveyed six claims in 1965* Two 
of the four holes attempted reached bedrock. The westernmost 
hole encountered diabase, and quartz-feldspar porphyry intruding 
rhyolitic and andesitic volcanics* The second hole further east 
intersected the sedimentary basin containing conglomerate, slate, 
greywacke and one diabase dyke*

The northern portion of the Hollinger group was previously 
held by INCO. In 1965, two holes were drilled into a north-south 
zone of interbedded acidic volcanics and graphitic tuffs* The 
northernmost hole was stopped in a coarse grained mafic intrusive 
{B flow?).

Northwest of the INCO group, Magnet Consolidated and 
Yukeno Mines drilled one hole on their twelve claim group* The 
hole intersected rhyolitic and andesitic volcanics with feldspar 
porphyry and quartz; diabase intrusives. The conductive zone was 
attributed to a horizon of graphitic tuff*

Extending westward from the Bristol-Godfrey #5 Group 
lies Hollinger's Bristol-Godfrey #6 Group* Increased surface 
exposure has allowed a more comprehensive picture of the geological 
history there. From structural determinations, two phases of folding 
are indicated resulting in a complex surface plan* The structural- 
depositional history derived in that area appears to proceed ass

Erosion and Glacial Deposition
Quartz Diabase and Penecontemporaneous Faulting
Faulting in north-south direction
Second phase of folding (striking 1500 )
First phase of folding (striking 108O )
Rhyolitic intrusive
Andesitic intrusive
Rhyolite extrusive - at least 3 members
Andesitic extrusive*

Due to the lack of continuous surface exposure in Bristol- 
Godfrey #5, the gaological history becomes much more sketchy. The 
lack of outcrop also hampers extrapolation of formations between the 
two groups.
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Personnel;

Part of the field survey was performed by A.F. Bessette, 
C. Campsall and R. Larabie of Shields Geophysics Limited on a 
contract basis with Hollinger Mines* The survey was later completed 
by R.C. Humphrey and R.B. Lewis* Final drafting of the plans was 
done by W.B. Caughell and interpretation by the author* The latter 
are employed with Hollinger Mines Limited*

Instruments Used:

The instruments employed by Shield Geophysics during the 
survey include two MF-1 fluxgate magnetometers and one MF-1-100 
fluxgate magnetometer* The MF-1-100 differs from the MF*1 mag 
netometers in that an additional 100 gamma scale can be used for 
more accurate reading. These magnetometers measure the vertical 
component of the earth's magnetic field with a direct readout in 
gammas* To determine the instrument sensitivity, an approximation 
of one half of the least count is used* (For further information 
see accompanying manufacturer's brochure)*

The survey was completed using two MZ-4 torsion wire 
magnetometers, manufactured by the A.B.E.M. Company of Stockholm, 
Sweden. These magnetometers are variometers for measuring the 
vertical component of the earth's magnetic field.

The readings are taken by rotating a micrometer screw 
until the torque applied to a torsion wire, which holds a magnet, 
is sufficient to return the magnet to a zero position. Graduations 
on the micrometer drum are noted during an observation.

At every station it is necessary to level the tripod- 
mounted instrument and orient it in a constant direction, to minimize 
the effects of improper levelling adjustments*

Survey Method;

All of the instrument readings were obtained along cut 
and measured picket lines spaced 400 feet apart* In the main 
portion of the group, the lines strike at 335 degrees while in the 
northern part of the group the lines strike north.
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After base value and drift calculations the readings 
. were plotted on the grid system and then contoured*

Results of Survey:

The most prominent magnetic feature in the area is the 
numerous quartz diabase dykes, Since they are relatively close 
together they tend to mask the other geological formations in the 
area. These dykes appear to be discontinuous along strike. The 
first impression is that the diabase dykes are offset by a later 
phase of faulting* However, trends on fault projections cannot be 
traced across the property, since offsets do not correspond along 
strike. The method of forming diabase dykes may be related to 
subcrustal faulting which is expressed on the surface as a series 
of tension gashes. The quartz diabase dykes also show no apparent 
displacement of the country rocks, which is further evidence for a 
tension type fracture system. The fractures may be related to a 
second north-south phase of folding.

There are three other magnetic anomalies on the property, 
two of which are designated as andesitic intrusive. Although these 
two zones are dyke-like in appearance, the interpretation of an 
andesitic intrusive may be incorrect. It could also be due to a 
zone containing some disseminated mineral (possibly pyrrhotite or 
magnetite). The third magnetic high (in claim P-100&L4), lies 
between two diabase dykes. Further south, there are two small 
magnetic highs which may indicate that this larger magnetic high 
is part of a diabase dyke. Upon contouring, however, the two 
smaller magnetic highs appear to be apophyses from a larger dyke 
to the west. Thus this zone is not indicated as a diabase dyke 
because of the variance in interpretation*

In areas where andesite or dacite is found, either on 
surface or upon drilling, there generally appears to be a stronger 
magnetic attraction. Contacts are then projected across areas 
separating relative magnetic highs and lows* The geological map 
shows the basic magnetic interpretation*
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Conclusions:

To date, electromagnetic, magnetic and geological surveys 
have been conducted over the property. Unfortunately the most 
favourable zones indicated by ground geophysics are covered by a 
considerable depth of overburden. Hence one must rely almost 
entirely on geophysics since very little is known about the 
subsurface geology*

Final assessment of the property can only be undertaken 
through a drilling programme to test favourable zones*
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Geological
Bristol-Godfrey #5 

Hollinger Mines Limited

Introduction:

In conjunction with the mapping of the Bristol-Godfrey 
#6 Group in 1969 and later in the fall of 1971, a geological 
survey was carried out over the Bristol-Godfrey jf5 Grpup in 
Bristol and Godfrey Townships* The group consists of fifty-eight 
claims numbered:

P-9SS87; P~10072S-731 incl*} P-100736-753 incl.;
P-1003SO-g92 incl* in Bristol Township and
P~100772-7ao incl.; P-100S13-625 incl. in
Godfrey Township.

Location and Access:

The property is located approximately eight miles west 
of Timmins in northeastern Bristol and southeastern Godfrey 
Townships. Highway 101 traverses the southeast part of Bristol 
Township and provides access to lumbering roads which lead to the 
property. The main north-south road, along an esker which is 
approximately a quarter mile west of the group, is accessible 
under both summer and winter conditions. The Bristol-Godfrey 
Township Line Road through the center of the property, however, 
is only passable in the winter months*

Topography;

Most of the group is covered by spruce and cedar swamps, 
with large open areas containing low lying shrubs and alders* A 
few sand ridges with up to one hundred feet of relief can be found 
locally, supporting stands of spruce and poplar, the overburden is 
mainly sand and gravel, generally around 100 feet in depth,

Previous Work:
Bristol Township was first mapped by S.A. Ferguson for 

the Ontario Department of Mines. Since most of the area is covered
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by swamp, very little geology is projected across the Hollinger 
group* A major northeasterly trending contact between acid and 
mafic volcanics is presumed to cross the southern portion of the 
group with the acid volcanics extending northward. Through 
reconnaissance magnetic surveys several diabase dykes have been 
outlined across the property; otherwise, little geology is known*

Hogg's first map of Godfrey Township extends this area 
of unknown geology northward into Godfrey Township. A later map, 
compiled by Hogg and Middleton, suggests that the Godfrey portion 
of the group is underlain by felsic metavolcanics, intruded by the 
later quartz-diabase dykes. East of thevolcanic^ a sedimentary 
basin is outlined; however, it does not extend'to the Hollinger 
group.

In 1931, Minerals Estates Limited acquired .twenty-nine 
claims in Bristol Township as part of a larger group that extended

". . -. " " -. - f * -. .
east into Ogden Township, The property was optioned by Toburn 
Gold Mines in 1939 and magnetic, electromagnetic and geological 
surveys were carried out over the area. Four drill holes were 
proposed; however, only two are recorded near thje Bristol**Godfrey 
Township Line. The northernmost hole lies, in Godfrey Tqwnship, 
intersecting rhyolitic volcanics and bottoming in slates {graphitic 
tuff?). The second hole lies southwest of the. first, encountering 
andesitic volcanics and two short conductive graphite horizons. 
Only minor amounts of pyrite was mentioned in these holes,

- " ' s." 1 " " .. r.J . L, . . -
The western part of the Minerals Estates group was later 

acquired by Fidelity Mining Investments in 1965* The, ten claims 
held were adjacent to the Hollinger property on the east* The 
geophysical methods employed were not disclosed; howeverv conductive

- ; ' ' , ' i - ' ' X,',i. '.' . " ' . 'i

graphitic horizons were encountered in all of the holes* Other rock' ' ' ' . 'i*-^ - ' 
types noted, include rhyolitic and andesitic volcanics with minor
disseminated sulphides. ; .

Just northeast of the property, in Godfrey Township, 
Timrod Mining Company Limited surveyed six claimsin(1965* Two of 
the four holes attempted reached bedrock. The westernmost hole 
encountered diabase, and quartz-feldspar porphyry intruding rhyolitic 
and andesitic volcanics* The second hole further east intersected 
the sedimentary basin containing conglomerate, slate, greywacke and 
one diabase dyke*
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The northern portion of the Hollinger group was 
previously held by INCO. In 1965,-two holes were drilled into a 
north-south zone of interbedded acidic volcanics and graphitic 
tuffs* The northernmost hole was stopped in a coarse grained 
mafic intrusive (B flow?)*

Northwest of the INCO group, Magnet Consolidated and 
Yukeno Mines drilled one hole on their twelve claim group* The. . . - --- .:i.  - - '-y f -
hole intersected rhyolitic and andesitic volcanics with feldspar 
porphyry and quartz diabase iritrusives* The conductive zone was 
attributed to a horizon of graphitic tuff*

Extending westward from the Bristol-Godfrey #5 Group 
lies Hollinger's Bristol-Godfrey #6 Group. Increased surface 
exposure has allowed a more comprehensive picture of the geological 
history there* From structural determinations, two phases of 
folding are indicated resulting in a complex surface ,plah. The - 
structural-depositional history derived in that area appeals to 
proceed as: - - ' ,

Erosion and Glacial Deposition
Quartz Diabase and penecontemporaneous faulting
Faulting in north-south direction *
Second phase of folding (striking 150O)
First phase of folding ̂ striking 100O )
Rhyolitic intrusive . " '
Andesitic intrusive
Rhyolite extrusive - at least 3 members
Andesitic extrusive*

Due to the lack of continuous surface exposure in Bristol. 
Godfrey #5, the geological history becomes much more sketchy* The 
lack of outcrop also hampers extrapolation of formations between 
the two groups*

Personnel* , ,

The field survey was performed by D.R. Alexander* All of 
the picket lines were traversed, either in conjuflction with geo 
physical surveys or later geologicalwork,- Final drafting of the
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plans was done by W. B. Caughell and interpretation by the author 
All are employed with Hollinger Ittnes

, -. - , .-... , ,General Geology: ; :-'''.' '".: r ^ "?-"*' ''- .-,^-V- j ; l--''-- " " " : " ' ,-
' ' r ' ---. " ' v' '- '"' '~ " . ' "'^ '-' : - '-:.: ' '-"* '"' ' ''*

The surface geology may be subdivided into four members: 
4* Matachewan Quart- B Diabase s * ! 
3. Andesitic Intrusive (B i^icw)^r?K(le^atin Age s

'r ' . i :-~*- . '- ' j*-" i" !^' -i.. ' - ". ' - - -' '

2. Acid Volcanics of Keewatin age ^ j-* v
1. Intermediate to Basic Volcanics of "Keewatin age*

The andesitic volcanics are prestiii^d ;'-t^ ̂ e the oldesjb 
rocks in the area. Within theVpriqiperty^lu^
andesite is found interbedded with ̂rKyoiUt^V/^^i'.^^'lndiciijJ- ̂:- . 
that these ahdesites are the latest product -'(jif^l^ft i HMific volcanic 
extrusions. Thus the rhyolite may be considerdd as a later differ 
entiate of the mafic magma or as a synchronous extrusion from a 
separate magma* .. .-,- ^ -^ ' - ' ,^.*- v . -,;. : ^-u- - t; ; -

In both exposures on the property the andesite is dark 
green and very chloritic weatheringto a brownish colour. It is 
generally very soft, and contacts with the rhyolite are usually 
eroded. The rock is fine grained and near massive in appearance.

The dacitic volcanics encountered during drilling are 
separated from the andesites, mainly on the basis of less mafic 
constituents. i ^

The acid volcanics on surface consist of near massive 
rhyolitic flows* The rhyolite is generally grey in colour as a result 
of high silica content. The rock is very hard arid ^ weathers grey to 
white in colour. It is normally characterized by numerous small 
quartz phenocrysts in a massive groundmass and can probably be best 
described as a quartz porphyry. There are no acid pyroclastics 
exposed on surface in the Bristol-Godfrey #5 Group although they 
have been encountered on drilling*

The andesitic intrusive is only exposed in one outcrop 
on the property. There the rock is a medium to coarse grained 
andesite, which at first appears to be intimately related to the 
diabase* The rock is dark green in colour weathering slightly 
rusty* Since the andesite is highly c hlor it i zed and fractured, 
megascopic mineral identification is difficult*
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As indicated by the magnetics, there are numerous north- 
south trending quartz diabase dykes in the area* Depending on the 
size of the dyke, the diabase may be very coarse grained at the 
dyke centers with very fine grained chill margins* In the coarser

'B'., ; - ' ' ' ,' ' ' " '

portions the megascopic mineralogy consistB of greenish feldspars 
and pyroxene with some associated magnetite* Colour 'varies from 
near black in the fine grained zones to d*rk green in the coarser 
sections. Cooling and flowage joint patterns are often developed.

Structure; '"'*
^^    WBI^^i^MaBIBMMMP^ . ^ ' i ; '^fi* - *

Due to the limited amount of surface exposure in the area, 
very little structural information can be derived. Prom previous 
work in the area, the relative ages of formations are assumed, since 
contacts mapped appear vertical* The relative ages of the intrusives, 
however, are easily determined* *

To present some idea of the structural history in the area 
it is probably best to extrapolate the data" obtained from the Bristol- 
Godfrey #6 Group. The resulting structural^depositional history, 
therefore, would be identical to the Bristoi-Godfrey #6 Group as:

Erosion and Glacial Deposition \ V 
Quartz Diabase and Penecontemporaneous Faulting 
Faulting in north-south direction1 
Second phase of folding (striking 150O ) 
First phase of folding (striking: lOS0) 
Rhyolitic Intrusive (none on Br4.stOi*.6odfrey #5) 
Andesitic Intrusive \ ;, 
Rhyolitic volcanics - Keewatin age 
Andesitic volcanics -Keewatin ajge) ^ '

Economic Geology; '
1 ' ' ' ' ""'". ' " ' '"' ' '

No sulphides of any economic significance were found in 
surface exploration and only minor sulphides have been encountered 
during drilling. However, since very little is known^about the 
area geologically, the possibility of sulphide occurrences cannot . . 
be overlooked* The electromagnetic work done previously indicates 
numerous zones of conductivity, outlining the most ̂ avojurajale zones 
for exploration. ;



Conclusions:

To date, electromagnetic, magnetic and geological surveys 
have been conducted over the property. Unfortunately, the most 
favourable zones indicated by ground geophysics are covered by a 
considerable depth of overburden. Hence one must rely almost 
entirely on geophysics since very little is known about the sub 
surface geology.

Assessment of t he property can only be undertaken through 
a drilling programme to test the geophysically anomalous zones*
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey___Geophysical Magnetometer

*

4

OFFICE USE ONLY 1

Township or Area BristolwGodtrey Twps t 

riairr. holHer(s) Hollinger Minps L-in^t.ftd t

Author of Report Dale Alexander
Address C /O H^HilV^r MinfiR T^nH tfiri ^ THninH ns.Qnt;' t* f r 
peering pa teo of s,,rvey January 14 - March 6, 1Q70

(linccutting to office) 

Total Miles of T.ine rut

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAYS 
CREDITS REQUESTED r.^phy,i^a l p" claim
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survey  Radiometric, A ^^r '1 ^- —   'y 
ENTER 20 days for each -Other '
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fJeoohemioal.. - _ - ~

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer FJertrornflgnetir , Rndiomerrir
(enter days per claim) 

DATF- NOV. 24/71 STP,NATTIRF- UOJjL \. U&tfaAJ&A,
Author of Report
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•^- ' 0 lAJl Res OeoK U/WL/VMytyWLA Qiinlifirations cwf , \*Kj

Previous Surveys O*- '•fJ^ '

TherkeH hy Hate

nFornnirAT, HR AMr.H
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Approved hv r| a te

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

P- 98887' P.100822-

(prefix) (number)
100729" 100824.x

100731- 100880-
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.....lQ0.745^..................100d90.".-."
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,....LQ0747-"   -.100892." 

100748 ' 
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS
Number of Stations ̂ ————— 2y7o9 ———^———^^——-——. Number of Readings ____ 3
Station interval 100 feet except in areas of high VAT* jag rt 3 1 1————.—.^———.——.^—
Line *paring400 f Bet * Two sets of lines; in N.W*, lines ar.a N*tS. Ramaindar N 25O w
Prnfih noolo irr Contour interval. 800, 900 , 950, 1000, 1050, 1100, 1200, 13QQ, 15QQ, 17QQ,

(specify for each type of lurvey) 2000 *

MAGNETIC 2 Scintrex MF and l MF 1-100 Fluxgate Mags. Serial #307345, j^OSlOS and
Instrument 2 ABBM M7J^ Tny.^^on. Magp . Serial ,j^45QQ fi^d^4539t __________________ jfolx3^3 *

I" MP^I 10 g. on iQQQ scaieT fiF J.-JoS l g . on 100 scale ~~ Accuracy - Scale mngtant*'tf **x 25 5. on 3000 scale j ABBM Magfl. Senflitivitv^IQta i -r o - — -- - - - -- — * —— .—c,-, — . — — """"•'~ , . div.Diurnal correction mpthnd Predetermined base atatlonn nlftT^E haao 
Base station loratinn Bristol-Godfrey O+D.M, Basa. ̂ —^.^.—..——-.—

ELECTROMAGNETIC 
Instrument
Coil configuration. 
Coil separation -— 
Accuracy—————
Method: D Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back D Inline D Parallel line
Frequency--—^^—-——-—-——————---—-^——--———---—.^——--------~^.^^—--^-—-.^——^^^^——---.

(specify V.L.F. station)
Parameters measured____________________________________________________
GRAVITY 
Instrument—— 
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.^^^—^.^^—^-————^.^ 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY
Instrument—————————^—^———^-^—
Time domain————————————————:——————————— Frequency domain. 
Frequency_______:_____________________ Range———————
Power--.————^^^—-----——--.----—-——.——-——.--.-.——-——.-———-^
Electrode array— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey Geological BRISTOIr-GODFREY # 5 GROUP

OFFICE USE ONLY 1

niaim fenite) Hollinger Mines Limited
Box 320, Timmins, Ontario

Author nf Repnrt D. R. Alexander
AHHrf-Q* c/o Hollinger Mines Ltd. r Timmins, Ont.
raring rw.c rtf s™y July 22 - October 25, 1971

(linecutting to office) ( Intermittent }
T"ta1 Miles "f Line r^t

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAYS 
CREDITS REQUESTED n-~ri. y™l Perclaim

— KWtrnmapnptir
ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first Magnetometer ————————
survey. —Radiometric

J ,--"^N 
ENTER 20 days for each -Other f l
additional survey using n^nlngiral X 20 X ^X
same grid. , . , I /"^l/V Geochemical J - f jf

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys

Magnetometer. , .,.F,|prtromapnetir RaHinmPt"r ,,
(enter days per claim) 

flATR-NOV. 25/71 STHNATTIPF- UAU *, UifyfafldtA,
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PROJECTS SECTION
Res. Oenl. Onalifiratinns
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS
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Diurnal correction method. 
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Electrode spacing. 
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